Joining Bigs & Littles changed my life! I met Ben. He is one special person. He never gave up on me. I was not an easy kid to get along with, Ben never stopped trying. He made my life better and pushed me to want more. I got accepted into five colleges because of him and your organization. They made me see anything is possible when you believe in yourself.

— Noel, Little Brother
Dear Friends,

As the city emerges from the COVID-19 pandemic, seemingly a picture of prosperity, with restaurants bustling, subways running and packed beaches - for many - those who were struggling well before the pandemic, recovery will take time.

2020 will go down as one of the most challenging years in global history, but for Bigs & Littles NYC, it reflects a time of unity, grit and resilience - where amidst the tragedy came incredible generosity from so many. We were fortunate for our Big Sisters and Big Brothers who remained closely tied to their Littles, our committed staff, who often put the needs of our families before their own and our donors and our Board - who shared both their time and treasure, generously.

Together we brought peace and security to the families and children we serve, ensuring their rent was paid, their bills were covered, they had food on the table and that every child had a working device for school, but most of all, that they weren’t alone. While the world quickly lost sight of human connections and meaningful relationships, Bigs and Littles NYC doubled down on our mission of building safe and critical bonds between children, who were more isolated than ever, and consistent, caring, adult mentors.

We adapted to a virtual model, knowing that in the long term there is no comparison to connecting face to face, but we pivoted to meet the existing need. We learned that our staff are relentless in their commitment to our community and that our donors are steadfast in their support. We also learned that as an organization, we can withstand setbacks and emerge, in many ways stronger — and more prepared for the next crisis. Credit goes to our entire network of volunteers, friends and supporters.

Because of you, we remain optimistic for a better year ahead.

Sincerely,

Blanche Johnson, LMSW  
Board President

Vidhya R. Kelly, LMSW  
CEO / Executive Director

“When we are no longer able to change a situation, we are challenged to change ourselves.”

— Viktor Frankl
Thank you Blanche Johnson and Welcome Andrew Bogart!

A licensed, certified social worker and tireless advocate for children and families in New York City for over three decades, Blanche Johnson joined our Board of Trustees in 2010 and is now ending her tenure as Board President after over two years of dedicated service.

We thank Blanche for her incredible contributions to our mission, including her generosity, mentorship, warm leadership, and insightful stewardship during periods of growth, uncertainty and innovation.

Together we expanded our Board of Trustees and Executive Junior Board, garnered support from new foundations and major donors, continued to diversify funding streams and in 2020, weathered the storm of COVID-19.

Thank you, Blanche, for your steadfast partnership.

We are excited to announce that Andrew Bogart has been nominated to the post of Board President effective November 1, 2021. Andrew joined our Board of Trustees in 2013 and has been Chair of our Finance Committee, working closely with staff to ensure financial solvency and responsible budgetary oversight.

Andrew has generously supported the staff’s vision over the years, working side by side to move our mission forward, providing critical support as a donor and thought partner. We are thrilled to welcome him as President of our Board of Trustees.

A Portfolio Manager at MetaView Group, a platform company of Millennium Management, LLC., Andrew’s experience in the financial sector is highlighted by his previously held positions at Capstone Investment Advisors, Diamondback Capital, LLC and Nomura Securities International, Inc. Mr. Bogart received a BS from Providence College in 1998 with a concentration in business management and finance, and during that time was a Big Brother through The Feinstein Institute for Public Service. He currently lives in Brooklyn with his wife Elsa and their daughters Cleo and Stevie.

We believe that the foundation that Blanche has built as Board President for Bigs & Littles NYC in recent years will provide a firm platform upon which Andrew can help us grow and evolve in the coming years.
Mission

Founded in 1902, Bigs & Littles NYC Mentoring strives to transform the lives of children through one-to-one mentoring, while strengthening entire families in hardship.

Vision

A city in which all young people are empowered to recognize, reach for and achieve their full potential.

Demographics

- 92% qualify for free/reduced lunch
- 35% have been in or are at risk of foster care placement
- 63% are the first generation in their families to attend college

In 2020, Bigs & Littles NYC Mentoring served 705 children and family members, including nearly 200 in one-to-one matches. Volunteer mentors contributed approximately 18,048 hours towards fulfilling our mission.
Your Investment Impact

- 100% of our Littles graduated high school
- 100% of these youth went on to college or vocational training
- 100% of our Littles avoided derailing behaviors
- 87% of our Littles showed increased self-confidence
- 97% of our parents increased self-efficacy
Community-Based Mentoring

When 14-year-old David joined Bigs & Littles NYC in Summer of 2017 he was shy, introverted and more than a little anxious about all the new situations he would be facing as a freshman at Brooklyn Technical High School. A first-generation Chinese-American living in Sunset Park with his mom, dad and four older brothers, David’s interests included sports, video games, computers and comic books. His Program Manager Ana knew that she had the perfect Big Brother match for David — 28-year-old Juhyun had moved here from Korea at age 15, and could offer a mentee the benefit of first-hand experience as an immigrant adjusting to high school in the United States. Empathetic, driven and ambitious, Juhyun was working as a Manager at Verizon Wireless while also looking to go back to school. Since then, Juhyun has acquired an MSW from Columbia School of Social Work and has decided to rejoin the US Army as he was a member of the Army Reserves before. Recent spikes in anti-Asian bias across the country have made Juhyun feel he has to be more cautious and alert, especially when he’s traveling outside his neighborhood. Through all these transitions, Juhyun made the time to be a consistent source of support, encouragement and inspiration for David, continually introducing him to experiences outside of his comfort zone. Juhyun shared that he always wished he had a younger sibling, and he’s enjoyed developing a similar caring relationship for David, to whom he has tried to pass along life lessons and advice.

Bonding over many meals and visits to places like the Metropolitan Museum of Art and Brooklyn Bridge Park, Juhyun was impressed by how open David has become to trying and critiquing new foods. Juhyun motivated David to build on this confidence and become more comfortable sharing his opinions, helping him participate more vocally at school. David became one of the agency’s youth Program Leaders and worked part-time after school at the organization for close to two years, further developing his social skills and his ability to represent our program. David and his mom also came to several agency events, in particular our College Access and Career Exposure workshops. Juhyun, who is now going through officer training in advance of a deployment to the Middle East next year, has been an incredible role-model, remaining in frequent communication with David during the pandemic. In the fall, he stepped in to help David with his college applications, making sure David completed them on time and maintained his grades.

According to David, “Juhyun has helped me understand a lot of new things, I appreciate having his perspective and him encouraging me to do more.” Thanks to this support, David looks forward to beginning at John Jay College this fall and is amongst our first cohort of Ingrid Kelly Memorial Scholarship recipients. While their match will formally come to a close soon, David knows he has the support of a true friend and role-model in Juhyun for many years to come.
Mentoring Moms & Dads Program

Research shows that children are only as healthy as their families. At Bigs & Littles NYC, supporting our parents in setting and working toward their own goals is critical to empowering them toward positive mental health and success for them and their children. Our Mentoring Moms and Dads Program is the only one of its kind nationwide, offering single parents their own mentors simultaneously to their children being matched, providing an extra layer of support to help parents cope with day-to-day anxieties and stressors, bolstering resiliency through emotional support and targeted assistance in achieving life goals. For Julia, this came in the form of her carefully chosen mentor, Susan, in May of 2019.

From the moment Julia met Susan, they connected easily, sharing stories about their daughters, both teenagers going through similar situations. Julia, has a 15-year-old daughter, Madyson, who she lives with in East Harlem and who has been matched with Bigs & Littles for several years, while Susan has two daughters, age 17 and the other in her late 20’s. For Julia, being the best mom possible for Madyson meant persisting towards her dreams of completing her GED, growing her home business selling baked goods, and managing a healthier lifestyle in response to her recent diagnosis of diabetes. Susan, a Case Manager who holds a Master’s degree in Human Services, has experience as a career coach, wellness advocate and leadership coach, recently took her learnings from caring for her elderly mother to launch a new business that offers support for individuals suffering from memory loss.

Volunteer mentors ages 21 and older provide guidance and support to a young person aged 7 to 19, spending 8 hours a month together for one year and introducing a child/teen to new ideas, activities and interests. Bigs & Littles NYC’s mentors report that they gain much more than anticipated from the experience of giving back and strengthening our community.

Become a Mentor Today
Visit https://bigslittlesnyc.org/volunteer
World of Work Program (W.O.W.)

Now in its fourth year of partnership with the Academy for Software Engineering (AFSE), our pioneer corporate partner Good Apple has remained steadfast in their dedication to providing invaluable opportunities for youth right in their community. Students gain exposure to the workplace while developing vital 21st century skills - communication, collaboration, creativity and critical thinking. Matched in our site-based, one-to-one, group mentoring program since January of 2020, Big Sisters like Cennedi, a media planner in her mid-20s who grew up in Florida and went to college in Vancouver, have empowered and inspired Little Sisters like Nathaly, a 17-year-old Ecuadorian-American Junior at AFSE. Nathaly has become a more confident public speaker, expanded the scope of career options she is interested in beyond robotics and engineering, and is thinking critically about overcoming racial bias in our community. For Nathaly, W.O.W. has become a welcome break from the stressors of her school week, and she looks forward to seeing her mentor and everyone in the group, with whom she has developed supportive friendships that only got stronger through the challenges of the pandemic. According to Cennedi, “When I joined Good Apple and heard about the W.O.W. Program, I immediately knew it was something I wanted to get involved in. It’s an amazing way to interact with both the students and my co-workers through fun, informative, and engaging activities. It’s been especially rewarding to witness the amount of growth my Little has achieved in just over a year. I’m looking forward to continuing my involvement in upcoming years!” Thank you to founder Al Muzaurieta, his wife Annie and their family for being a role model for other corporations to help inspire the next generation of leaders in NYC.

Start a W.O.W. Program

Is your company ready to boost employee engagement, build comradery and promote volunteerism? We invite corporate employees to be a part of our World of Work Mentoring program, where local High School students are matched one-to-one with mentors from our corporate partners and meet twice a month in a group, on a weekday afternoon at the company. The curriculum focuses on workplace exposure and career preparation, and culminates in a targeted group project. With all aspects of the program taken care of on-site, companies and their employees have the opportunity to strengthen the community they work in, see meaningful outcomes, develop their leadership skills and enjoy the boost from having future leaders in the office and guiding them towards success.

Contact Vidhya Kelly at vkelly@bigslittlesnyc.org
Navigating Forward Through Unchartered Waters

Due to COVID-19, eleven million individuals nationally lost their homes, 45 million are food insecure, and one third of households are unable to pay their bills. But amidst the tragedy came incredible generosity. Together we brought peace and security to the families and children we serve, ensuring rent was paid and they could remain in their homes, bills were covered and there was food to eat, every child had a working device for school and most of all, knew they weren’t alone in their struggles.

Our dedicated Bigs stepped in as caring adult role models when their Littles were more isolated than ever. We quickly adapted to a virtual model and expanded programming to address emerging needs with the launch of the Caring Through COVID program for children coping with loss of a parent or family member from COVID as well as to address rising hate crimes toward Asian Americans.

Thank you for supporting our children and families in every way, and especially through our COVID-19 Emergency Fund.

Special thanks to the Mother Cabrini Health Foundation for critical support through their COVID-19 Emergency Relief Grant.

Thank you to Frances Sykes and the Pascale Sykes Foundation

Since 2015, the Pascale Sykes Foundation has walked hand-in-hand with the agency as we implemented the Whole Family Approach to our mentoring and family strengthening programs, allowing us to expand and deepen our services to Hispanic children and families. At every step of the way, Fran and the Foundation have been invaluable thought partners, offering countless resources including professional development opportunities for staff, technical assistance, marketing and branding resources, and most recently, a timely COVID-19 Emergency Technology Grant.

As the Foundation looks to sunset and our six-year partnership comes to a close, we salute Fran and her team for their tireless dedication to empowering and uplifting families in need, and for their enduring efforts to raise standards of service across the industry.

“Bigs & Littles’ whole family approach to mentorship exemplifies the impact positive relationships have on youth and adults alike. Their expertise, creativity and genuine commitment to New York City families make them an incredible asset to the community and a role model for others.”

— Frances Sykes, President, Pascale Sykes Foundation
Thank you to everyone who donated to our COVID-19 Emergency Fund for Children and Families.

As parents lost employment, and children were kept home from school, our Emergency Fund provided critical assistance to our constituents. We raised over $100,000 from existing and new donors, and thus far distributed close to $80,000 to help struggling families with groceries, bills, rent, household items and electronic devices.

We are especially grateful to new partners Michael and Charmaine Clark from The Change Reaction who recognize that it is imperative for all members of a community to step forward and take care of one another.

Mike, Partner and Co-founder of GHC companies, along with his wife Charmaine and their children - Josephine, 5 and Bodhi, 2, live in New York City and generously extended their hearts across the city to their neighbors the moment they heard that other families were struggling.

During the holidays, the Clarks put smiles on so many of our Littles’ faces and soon after went on to fill critical gaps for our families who were facing devastating setbacks at the height of the pandemic.

As the city comes back, our families, too, are slowly recovering. Thank you Mike and Charmaine for your never ending support.

Together with other sponsors of our COVID-19 Emergency Fund for Children and Families, contributions supported:

55 computer devices for remote school
138 grocery orders
56 orders for household supplies
45 household bills (including rent, electricity and cell phone bills)
Ingrid Kelly Memorial Scholarship Fund

Ingrid Rosa Kelly was born in Germany, was a survivor of World War II and immigrated alone to the United States at the age of 21 with $50 in her pocket. Like many others, Ingrid came to this country with dreams that appeared impossible, but using her signature will, grit, passion and faith, Ingrid made all of them come true. From humble beginnings, Ingrid and the love of her life, Jack Kelly, built a wonderful life for their family in Pottersville, New Jersey and always shared their good fortune with others. In keeping with Ingrid’s legacy, The Ingrid Kelly Memorial Scholarship Fund, established in her honor by her family (Jack, Rob, Vidhya, Jaya, Lekh, Shail, John, Jen, Emma, Avery, Brigid) after Ingrid’s passing in December 2020, supports the many Little Brothers and Little Sisters at Bigs & Littles NYC Mentoring who are first generation college students in need of assistance to pursue higher education including vocational schools. The Fund supports college tuition assistance, living expenses, books and meals for students who demonstrate academic achievement, leadership qualities, and a commitment to service in school, at home or in their community.

2021 Recipients: Tia, Janyah, Kenya, David, Noel, Ansh (last names withheld for privacy purposes)

To Make a Contribution to the Scholarship Fund visit bigslittlesnyc.org/donate and list Ingrid Kelly Memorial Scholarship as the dedication.
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Financial Snapshot

2020 ANNUAL BUDGET: $1.19M

Thanks to annual donations from our Board of Trustees, 100% of every dollar raised goes to directly supporting our programs.

To make a contribution, visit bigslittlesnyc.org/donate
Thank You

KEY INVESTORS | $50,000+
Mother Cabrini Health Foundation • The Pascale Sykes Foundation • The Alfred E. Smith Memorial Foundation • Ingrid and Jack Kelly • Elsa and Andrew Bogart

LEADERS | $25,000 – $49,999
Catholic Charities Archdiocese of New York • Charmaine and Michael Clark • Mary Claire Bonner-Lagno and Christopher J. Lagno • Laurie and Pierre Lapeyre • John Spohler

BENEFACTORS | $10,001 – $24,999
Mohammed Tamzid Alam / Adiva Graphics • BlackRock Charitable Fund • Constance A. Curran • Anja and Kevin Dreyer • The Edward and Ellen Roche Relief Foundation • Al Muzaurieta / Good Apple • The Hugoton Foundation • The Hyde & Watson Foundation • JOE Fund • Blanche and Peter Johnson • Kim and Mark Kelly • Judith Donahue Lafranchi and Bruce Edward Lafranchi • Nicole and Mark Lawrence • Leahey & Johnson, P. C. • Meehan Foundation • Patricia Moran • Robert and Kate Niehaus • Marie Powers • Jen and John Shaughnessy • Anne and Carter Sullivan • The Thomas & Agnes Carvel Foundation

CHAMPIONS | $5,000 – $9,999
Shamus and Sasha Bartnett • Bernheim Foundation Inc • Aubrey and Andrew Clerico • Council Member Carlina Rivera • Sarah and Christopher Cox • Cathy and John Dougherty • Eisbruck Family • Goldman Sachs Matching Gift Program • Guttenplan’s Frozen Dough, Inc. • IBM • La Vida Feliz Foundation • Linda DeCorato and Joe Perrotta • Elizabeth and Bradley Robins • Sani Family Foundation • Santa Maria Foundation • Susan C. Sigda and Alexander Lotocki de Veligost • Gabelli Funds • Kathryn and Bill Tyree • Wells Fargo Bank

AMBASSADORS | $1,000 – $4,999
Patricia Adell • Aetna Foundation • Apple, Inc. • BNY Mellon Community Partnership • Benjamin & Seema Pulier Charitable Foundation • BlackRock • Kathleen Burke • Countryman of Berne LLC • Doreen and Robert Crimmins • Caroline and Barry Davis • John and Virginia Dezio • Doty Family Foundation • Lee and George E. Doty, Jr. • Matthew and Megan Dowd • Brian and Kathleen Dunn • Micaela and Frank English • John Evans • Mary and Timothy Gray • Michael Griffinger • Jacqueline and Bob Helpern • Sandra Horvat • International Association of Bridge, Structural, Ornamental and Reinforcing Iron Workers • John P. Kachichian • Jennifer and John Kelly • Vidhya and Robert Kelly • Chris Kirsten • Brian and Rachelle Lafranchi • Jill and Steve Lampe • Nicole and Nicholas Langan • Karen Leiton • Louise Tranford and Joseph Lipari • Marcy and Greg Maybaum • Brandon Maybaum • David McKelvey • Linda and James Moore • Morgan Stanley • Jed Kelly and Caroline Mullin • The Nora Roberts Foundation • Maureen O’Leary • Tricia and George Olvany • Jean D. Owen • Matthew Perkins • Joseph Petti • Maureen and Joseph Pollicino, Jr. • PwC • Rathna and Govindappa Rangaiah • Roberts & Holland, LLP • Steven Rodger • Navin Saigal • Dylan Schuler • Meg and Tom Sheridan • Trip Sivick • Brian Sivick • Kathy and Michael P. Stafford • Rose and Michael J. Stallmeyer • Julius Steffen • Morgan Suckow • The Bank of America Charitable Foundation • The Degnan Family Foundation • The Vaswani Family • David Wezdenko • William Wallace Charitable Fund
FRIENDS | CONTRIBUTIONS UP TO $999 AND IN-KIND DONATIONS

Mary Dana Abbott • Roy Ackner • Jennifer Adarna • Katherine Adrnt • Oluwaseun Ajanwachuku • Sirisha Akkapeddi • Prasanth Akkapeddi • Ann and John Allen • Juan Almanzar • Angelica Alvarado • Demar Amacker • Michael Ambrosio • Patrick Ambrosio • Chris Ambrosio • Rose-Elizabeth Arbouet • Maria Arnaud • George Arndt • Francis Asprec • George and Jeanne C. Atkinson • Alessandra Auricchio • Alexandra Austin • Robert Aydin • Tiffany Baez • Marcy and Jim Baker • LtCol and Mrs. George Anthony Bancroft,II • Tonia Barbato • Camille Barbier • Julia Baron • Valeria Barriga • Kevin Bartnett • Diane Bartnett • Kathryn Bayeux • Stephanie Bean • Meeckel Beecher-Lumley • Kirsten Behrele • Karen Bejin • Joel Belfer • Berenice Belizaire • Luisa Beltran • Joann and Joseph Benanti • Alexa Bennett • Sue Bentlage • James Spencer Bentley • Brittany Bible • Neeta Bidwai • Jaspal Binning • Stephanie Blanchard • Marquita Blanding • John and Mary Blasi • Jon Blauner • Hilary Blum • Allison Bly • Claire Bodart • Ronald Boehm • Lori Bogert • Lauren Boglino • Beverly Bolinger • Evelyn Bonilla • Maria Borges • Matt Borgmeyer • Jessica Bragg • Alexandra Brand • Theji Brennan • Kathryn Brennen • Elizabeth Brennan • Deanna Brigandi • Brooklyn Running Company • Nandi Brooks • Milagros Brown • Jaci Brown • Terrashin Brown • Brian Browne • Henry Bubel • Kailey Burke • Kara Burke • Moira Burke • Pam Burke • Amanda Burton • Alyssa Byrne • Gene Byrne • Edward Cahil • Edward Callahan • Cathy Callender • Oswald Calvario • Nnagbe Camara • Nick Caputi • Dorothy M. and Robert P. Carlson • Jimmy Carrasco • Ann Caruso and Gary Goldschmidt • Christina Caruso Clerico • Annie Casciani • Tom and Noreen Casciani • James Casciani • Nick Casciani • Frederick Casciani • Anne and Rich Casson • Kailyn Castro • Craig Catanzaro • Elizabeth Catanzaro • Elizabeth Caudle • Laurette Cauthen • Christine and Vinny Celenza • Jose Cervino • Margaret Chalsen • Priscilla Cheeks • Robert Cheng • Victoria and Bill Cherry • Suleymana Choudhry • Karen Christiansen • Megan Cimini • Tano Citera • Anthony Citriniti • Mara and Jim Clemenza • Michael Clerico • Amy and Timothy Clyne • CME Group • Danielle Colangelo • College Road Animal Hospital • Jeffrey Coltin • Robert Coltin and Karen Curosh • Ronan Conlon • Medina Cook • Jerilyn Coords • Viviana Costa • Antoinette Costales • Rachel Courtien • Carla Cricco Lizza • Darcy Crimi • Michael Culhane • CUNY Campaign for Charitable Giving State Employees Federated Appeal • Aida Custode • Abby Cwiakala • Gina Daley • Rindcy Davis • Renato De Araujo • Ileana De Hoyos • Jikita de Schot • Abigail Del Grosso • Charles Del Grosso • Marc DeLuca • Alex DeMarco • Carla DeMerzo-Sanchez • Alison Dempsey • Maggie Determann • Danielle Dever • Regan Devers • Nirav Devnani • Elena DeVoc • Gerry Francis Diamond • Geraldine DiCicco • Rachel Dickman • Frank DiMauro • Mark DiMichael • Jeff DiNapoli • Samantha Dominguez • Mary Donahue • Dylan Donahue • Joe Donahue • Katie Donegan • Sarah Doneghy • Kevin and Marjorie Donnelly • George Doty, III • Brenda Drazic • Barb Drozdzik • Paul D’Souza • Debbie and George Duarte • Kristen Duarte • Dominique Dubois • Beth Eisenberg • Jennifer Ekholm • Kareem Elbayar • Catherine and Long Ellis • Sara Engelhard • Hannah English • Patrick English • Edward and Alicia Eppler • Lisa Esterhuizen • Jon Ewing • Odenaka Ezeamama • Maren Faiella • Maura Farley • Summer Farris • Sarah Farsijany • Deborah Ferdinand • Gabriella Ferreira • Astrix Ferris • Johnathon Ferry • Allison Fields • Nicolette Finizio • Elise Fitzgerald Cangemi • Beth Foley • Wendy and Stan Forkner • Jenna Foti • Amanda Frankel • Pauline Frommer • Dee Dee and Harry Gaffney • Anthony Gagliardi • Jeffrey Garcia • Edward Gardella • Mary Garrett • Paige Gary • Magdalen Gaynor • The Gentry & Chen Family • Rosly German • Reggie Gibbs • Keira Gibson • Alexis Gilbert • Julia Gilliam • Robin Gilmartin • Katie Gimpel • Tatum Gipe • Michelle Glaser • Matthew and Lydia Glennon • Patricia Gloster • Mohini Gobin • Lewis Godlis • William Goebelbecker • Brad and Sunny Goldberg • Erica Gonzalez • Franky Gonzalez • Darra Gordon • Paul and Janet Gorman • Margaret Grace • Tracy Green • Ben Green • Jay Greenberg • Beth Greenberg • Anna Gregory • Devon Guralnick • Deborah Gutoff Gault • Adam Guzik • Connie and Kevin Hackett • Kristen and Arthur Hall • Katy Hancock • Ross Harold • John Hawkins • Andrea Heidbreder • Brendan Henry • Mary Henry • Jill Herbert • Vincent Herman • Gerard Heymann • Sarah Hill • Casey Hobbs • Sophie Hoch • Mary Holland • Julie Holloway • Holly Holtz • Jillian Horneman • Alex Horowitz • Kawana Howard • Jean Huang • Kimberly Hunnell • Danielle Hunt • Hunters Point Wines & Spirits Corp • David Iba • Diogo Ide • Tatiana Ingram • Dina Isaacson • Chloe Jacobs • Spyro Jacobson • Maria and Wayne Jaffe • Barbara Jansz •
A mentor is not someone who walks ahead of you to show you how they did it. A mentor walks alongside you to show you what you can do.

— Anonymous